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REGIONAL CLIMATE CHANGE IN  AUSTRALIA, 1970-2010
TEMPERATURE  DEWPOINT RAINFALL # OF WET DAYS
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1965 1975 1985 1995 2005 2015
ANTHROPOGENIC CCN BUDGET FOR QLD
PARTICLE PRODUCTION / 600 MW > 2* 1018 /s      
based on KA  and QLD measurements
PARTICLE PRODUCTION / 8000 MW 2.7*1024 /d     
QUEENSLAND PBL VOLUME (1.2 km) 2.1*1021 cm3
RES.TIME 5d                >>>>                         + 3500 / cm3
5 fold enhancement of CCN in QLD




# CCN  
SOURCES
-> HISTORIC TREND ANALYSIS 


































































NAT (198) 6.1 0.15 2.4









CLIMATE/PRECIPITATION H O TRENDS  2  
TRENDS IN MONTHLY     
MEDIAN DEWPOINT AT 
9:00 
BLUE INCREASING
RED DECREASING
+0.25 C / DECADE

